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Abstract 

Field survey is an important step in monitoring environmental quality. Until now, there are many difficulties in field 
study leading to low efficiency due to inadequate equipments. Two of them can be named: 
- Coordinates and photos of each surveyed point have not been synchronized professionally. 
- After being synchronized, pictures and surveyed routes need to be shown in public map (e.g. Google Map), open 
source software (e.g. QGIS) and software that use cloud computing (e.g. Google Earth) to be followed and used for 
future surveys. 
In order to solve these two problems, the authors have conducted survey and used GpicSync software to synchronize 
coordinates and pictures basing on time variable (i.e. the time data was recorded on GPS and the time photos were 
taken). The study has been implemented in Vinh Phuc province which is located in Northern Vietnam. As a result, 
synchronizing coordinators and photos becomes faster and simpler. On the other hand, the results of synchronization 
could be shown on Google Earth, Google Maps, as well as other open source software. In addition, with other envi-
ronmental information, synchronization also helped with environmental monitoring, investigation, survey, and sam-
ples collection. 

1. Introduction 
Nowadays, environmental sampling is started by mapping the study area. The mapping process is mainly 
based on commercial software (e.g. MapInfo, ArcGIS, etc.). These programs are expensive and limited in 
applying range because users can not modify their function. Instead, open-source software (e.g. 
QuantumGIS, GpicSync, etc.) which can be accessed to edit or develop for specific purpose, are more ap-
plicable. Moreover, it is clear that these programs are widely supported by open-source community and 
able to integrate efficiently with new technology.  

In the process of environmental survey, the photos taken at survey points are manually recorded (in-
cluding photo caption and coordinates), then managed in an attribute table which stores links to photo 
folders in computer. This process is time-consuming and causes inevitable errors. Therefore, to simplify 
this step, there is an option for the researchers to use another program to synchronize automatically the 
photos and attached coordinates.  

The display of survey points after initial surveying on paper-based maps by professional programs has 
shown obstacles in sharing and accessing data among different computers. To deal with this issue, the 
suggestions for the utility of online applications should be considered. 

Vinh Phuc is a province which is located in the Northern Vietnam. With the convenient location and 
good transportation system, it has a high economic potential. That is the reason why the province is in-
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creasingly attracting the great amount of investment in construction, heavy industries and services. The 
situation causes adverse impacts on environmental quality in the area, hence leads to the need for envi-
ronmental survey regularly.  

2. Data and methodology 
2.1 Base maps 
Base maps including layers of administration, roads, hydrology, etc. were collected for digitizing survey 
route using Quantum GIS software. The maps were provided by Vinh Phuc Environmental Protection 
Agency. 

2.2 Methodology 
2.2.1 Investigation and survey  

A fieldwork was conducted in the whole range of Vinh Phuc province on February, 2012 to monitor the 
air quality in study area. In that survey, photos of all survey point was captured. 
Survey process was supported by the GPS receiver Garmin 76CSx and camera along with a map in order 
to compare the effectiveness of using the GPS receiver. 

2.2.2 Synchronizing data 

Nowadays there is a large number of GIS programs and relating software that could be temporarily divid-
ed into two groups: open-source programs and commercial programs. The study focuses on how to use 
open-source tools to apply them to environmental sampling and field survey. 
The devices and tools consist of:  
1. Quantum GIS: for digitizing survey track 
2. MapSource: for transferring data between GPS and computer 
3. GPSBabel: for converting data 
4. GPicSync: for synchronizing photos and survey track 
5. Google Maps: online maps that contain survey track 
6. Google Earth: offline maps that contain survey track 
7. GPS Garmin 76CSX: for recording coordinates 
8. Digital camera: photos capturing. 

3. Results 
This study clearly pointed out the utility of open-source programs and online applications supporting envi-
ronmental survey in Vinh Phuc province which is located in Red River Delta in Northern Vietnam.  

The process from survey to displaying map includes 3 parts as following figures:  
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Part 1 
Preparing data and survey track mapping 

 

Part 2 
Field survey 

 

Part 3 
Processing field survey results 

 

Transfer data from GPS receiver to computer using MapSource 
 

Data conversion from .gdb to .gpx using GPS Babel software  
 

Create Google account and personal maps on Google Maps 

Synchronize photos with coordinate using GpicSync software 
 

Upload surveyed tracks & geocoded photos onto Google Maps 

Save track log of survey track using GPS  

Capturing photos 

Digitize planned survey track using QGIS software 

Import planned survey track data into GPS 

Time synchronize  
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3.1 Processing data 
Firstly, the available data of study area including layers of administration border, transportation, hydrolo-
gy, etc., was imported into QGIS. Then this was used as base map for mapping the survey routes. 

With base map and the monitoring points, preliminary survey routes (red lines) were drawn along the 
main roads and highways in order to reach the survey points (blue points) in the most convenient and 
time-saving way. 

These base map and routes was then used in GPS receiver during the field survey. 

 

Figure 1 
Planned survey tracks digitized by QGIS 

After the field survey, the data including actual tracks and coordinates which had been stored in GPS re-
ceivers during the field study, was transferred to computer by MapSource through a GDB file. 
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Figure 2  
Import, export data from GPS receiver 

Since GPicSync is only compatible with .gpx file, we need to convert .gdb data files to .gpx extension. 
This step was done by using GPSBasel. 
 

 

Figure 3 
Convert GPS data files 
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3.2 Publish data onto cloud 
Once the data and maps are ready, they will be published onto the Internet, therefore researchers can easi-
ly access wherever. The online application which is used in this study is Google Maps at 
http://maps.google.com. Each map on Google Maps will be used for publishing one survey track data on 
the Internet. This makes the modifying and online following computer easier from any computer or device 
with Internet connection. 

Firstly, we need a Google account. After that, the base maps were uploaded onto the map in separate 
ULRs. A personal map is needed to store and share all these data. Google makes another ULR for this 
map. 

 

Figure 4 
Create free Google account 

 

Figure 5 
Create a personal Google Map 
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Figure 6 
URL of created map 

3.3 Synchronizing photos with coordinates 
GPicSync allows to assign the photos to locations basing on the similarity between the taken time (of pho-
tos) and recorded time (of coordinates). This process requires the synchronization of time on camera and 
GPS receiver before the survey.  

The results were saved into a KML file that can be uploaded to Google Maps/Google Earth to visualize 
the geocoded photos and tracks. 

 

 

Figure 7 
Information about date/time of each photo is stored in its EXIF header 
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Figure 8 
Synchronize photos with track log using GPicSync 

3.4 Upload surveyed tracks and geocoded photos onto Google Maps 
In this step, KML file is uploaded to Google server using "Import KML" function. Now, the entire sur-
veyed tracks and geo-coded photos are visualized on Google Maps in the same personal maps which is 
created in previous step, together with base maps.  

 

Figure 9 
Import KML file to Google Maps using created Google account 
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In order to display the photos on Google Maps, we have to upload them to a photo hosting service and as-
sign direct links to their corresponding positions. 
 

 

Figure 10 
Direct URL of an uploaded photo 

3.5 Display the results 
Once all the data and photos are ready online, the researchers can access through Google Maps server. The 
surveyed tracks and geocoded photos are displayed on Google Maps as below: 
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Figure 11 
Google Maps displays online map of surveyed tracks 

The advantage of Google Maps is that the researchers can see and modify the survey tracks easily even on 
field trip. Moreover, with additional data contributed by the community, online maps are more detailed 
than built-in maps in GPS receivers due to their screen size. 

Beside of displaying online, the map can also be used offline. For example, in case the computer cannot 
connect to the Internet, the survey tracks can be showed in Google Earth since the KML file had been cre-
ated. To display map in Google Earth, open the KML file as followed: 

 

Figure 12 
Open file doc.kml using Google Earth 
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Figure 13 
Google Earth displays offline map of surveyed tracks 

By using Google Maps & Google Earth functions, surveyed tracks can be edited to be more exact for fu-
ture reports and follow-up pre-surveying, surveying and sampling. 

 

 

Figure 14 
Database connection 

In addition, the study shows how surveyed points can be illustrated using eVis plug-in which is integrated 
with QGIS software. The photos and information can be linked to surveyed points by database connection 
(ODBC type), which means we use a attribute table to store coordinates, photos’ permanent locations and 
some information of the points in the computer. EVis plugin is used to read that table, then connect to the 
data of surveyed points and display them when the user clicks into the surveyed points. 
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Figure 15 
Event browser tool – displays information along with photo of associated point 

4. Conclusion 
This study focused on the result of synchronization environmental field survey tracks with photos cap-
tured. 

The result showed the possibility of uploading survey tracks onto online maps with free open source 
tools. As a result, the data will be easy to be accessed and edited by any computers, mobile phones, tablets 
that have internet connection (WiFi, GPRS). Therefore, these online maps which have interactive capabili-
ties will make the environmental monitoring, sampling and survey more convenient and efficient. 
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